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Everything you need to automate your grow

GroNode
The Brain

GroNode is the manager of all other modules and controls every parameter in your grow.
It’s totally autonomous, and besides controlling every module, it logs in its memory all the data gathered by sensors
and connected devices. It communicates trough radio frequency with a range of 25 meters indoors (depending on
obstacles) and 100 meters in open spaces with a maximum of 4 modules of each kind. It connects to your Router to be
configured and supervised via Software.

It does not requires to be connected to a PC
(just to your Router if wish to use the configuration/supervision Software)

Internal communications separate from the Ethernet communications
(the communication between modules is achieved by isled RF communication)

No Internet connection needed
(but if you have it, you can supervise your grow anywhere and even get email notifications)

Our serial numbers are in no way associated with our clients

GroNode it’s the brain of our system that, handles
and stores all of your data and automation
configurations,
manages
all
communications
between the different modules and also logs all
environmental data so when connected with the
software, you can analyze all the charts of your grow.
PowerBot it sends data from Temperature &
Humidity to GroNode, while being able to control
any electric device (Ballasts, water pumps, extractors,
heaters, humidifiers, etc.).
SoilBot sends substratum moisture levels to
GroNode, allowing your plants to define the
irrigation periods. Also able to detect floods and
leaks in your grow.
TankBot sends to GroNode, water temperature,
water levels, PH, electric conductivity and others,
while being able to act on any device of 12 or 24
Volts (Peristaltic pumps, solenoids, LEDs, etc.).

PowerBot
Environmental and Power Control

PowerBot versatility makes it essential to any type of grow. It analyzes the microclimate of your grow, informing
and controlling in real time the temperature and humidity in your grow space. It can also control any type of
power device like lamps&ballasts, extractors, water pumps, solenoids, humidifiers, etc…
It controls any element with the precision of 1 second, advertising the final replacement for the classical local
weather stations, thermostats and inaccurate mechanical timers.

TankBot
Water & Safety

An indispensible module for hydroponic cultures and other tasks.
Due to its water level sensors analysis, PH, EC, solenoids and peristaltic pumps, you can refill your tank, recycle your
water, regulate the PH with precision and even add and mix your fertilizers in an autonomous way.
It has two BNC sockets for the PH and EC probes. It comes with a water temperature sensor, 4 connections for water
level sensors (or any other switch) and also four outputs to handle solenoids, peristaltic pumps and any device that
works at 12~24VDC (depending on power supply).

TankBot is the piece of engineering that allows you to do
any tasks the precision of 1 second.
-

Full solution tank control, water, PH and
fertilizers.
Irrigations separated by plants or areas.
Safety systems against fires.
Safety systems against intrusions.
Micro LED grows creations.
Etc…

EC probes and control devices can be acquired directly to
us or can be found in specialized shops.

SoilBot
Intelligent irrigation & Safety

SoilBot is the perfect tool to control your irrigations in a safe way. It keeps a constant and balanced moisture level in
the substratum, whether growing on soil or mineral wool.
Equipped with flood sensors, it will quickly detect any excess of water, and rapidly trigger the safety protocols defined
by the user, full/partial shutdown. The system will warn you of a safety issue through a red blink and strong beep
directly on GroNode, or via an email sent to you.

This is the most efficient configuration.
-

It saves water and nutrients.

-

The irrigation adapts to the needs of
each plants, keeping the substratum in
the desired rates of humidity.

-Avoids false alarms due to different rates of
absorption in your plants.

This Configuration does not require TankBot.
- The irrigations are activated by a solenoid
connected to a faucet or a water pump
(controlled by PowerBot).
- If the absorption rates between plants are
not equivalent, excessive irrigation may be
activated.
- Increased probability of generating puddles
and false alarms due to flooding.

Safety Protocols

?
¿ What kind of safety protocols can be created with GroLab?

GroLab Software

GroLab is simple, orderly, easy and intuitive, has video tutorials that explain in
a few minutes how to install and configure everything step by step. The entire
GroLab system can be installed in less than half an hour.

The first thing that we find when starting up GroLab Software is the
access menu. GroLab has several layers of security that guarantee
maximum protection.

Once connected, we discover
an interface that shows the
modules that we have linked
since GroNode automatically
detects them in your
network.

Setting up each module is as simple as
selecting each electrical outlet of each module and choosing the element that we have connected by putting a name and
setting the watts to know the energy we are consuming.

Then we create and configure our first Growing Area
of cultivation. Here we have the peripherals and
sensors that we configured previously in the section
of the modules.

The following will be to set the
lighting. There are two modes for
indoors, the classic based on the 24
hours of the day that would function
as a mechanical clock, and the
advanced mode that gives freedom
to choose the number of hours for
the day and night. With this we can
steal hours a day shortening our
production periods.
We can also configure it for outdoors
by selecting the geographical area,
which will allow the system to know when
sunrise and sunset happens. This is important because we can create programs that work exclusively during the
day, night or both whether it is indoors or outdoors.

The last configuration stage will be
the water tank, the substrate moisture
sensors and flood detectors. Two
independent grows can be configured
for each area, which allows individual
irrigations to be created for each
group of plants.

Alarms allow you to create custom
sequences so that the system can act
automatically based on the set
parameters. There are several types of
alarms with which to create all kinds
of sequences. From controlling the PH,
EC and water levels of a reservoir to
creating safety systems against fire,
flood or intrusions.

Conventional schedules can be generated for
lighting, irrigation and all kinds of elements.
These can be configured for hours and days of the
week.
It includes a system that allows to create
recurrences oriented to cyclic irrigations in
hydroponic systems.

Into Overview is possible to
monitor and control Areas and
grows in real time.
In this section you can consult
the charts of all sensors and
peripherals as well as manually
activate and deactivate any
element.

What is GroLab?
GroLab™ is a versatile and powerful grow controller, that provides the tools to fully monitor, control, analyze and
automate all the aspects of any agricultural grow.
It can handle a wide variety of operations, like lighting, climate regulation, irrigation, nutrients dosing, pH
correction, tank management and security (like floods, droughts, smoke and motion detection).
The GroLab™ modular architecture ensures the capability to work with any environment regardless of its size,
type, growing medium or growing system.
The system is fully configurable through an easy-to-use software and even includes remote control, notifications,
IP cameras support and analysis tools.
One of main GroLab™ goals is to be a system that can be used by any kind of grower in any kind of grow.

How does GroLab™ works?
GroLab™ is a modular system composed by distinct modules: GroNode, PowerBot, TankBot and SoilBot. Each
module has its own capabilities, that can be combined to fulfill the requirements of any grower.
GroNode is the core, it is responsible to control the other modules, one GroNode supports up to 4 PowerBots, 4
TankBots and 4 SoilBots. GroNode analyze all data from sensors/devices plugged on the modules and then
acts/notify based on the user instructions. Those are configurable through the GroLab™ Software and stored on the
GroNode, that will continuously keep doing his tasks.
PowerBot is a all-in-one power supplier, capable to automate the basic elements like temperature, humidity, air
flow, lighting and irrigation.
TankBot is a tank management controller, it can control the irrigation, nutrients dosing, pH correction and tank
management tasks.
SoilBot is a substrate analyzer, that completely monitors the plants substrate regardless of whether it is soil, rock
wool, coconut or a recurrent dipping of roots in water.
The grower is free to choose which GroLab™ modules wants to acquire, the best part is that he can expand the
system at any time in the future.

How to install GroLab™?
GroLab™ was designed to be plug-n-grow system.
You only need to open the package containing the GroLab™ modules, choose the preferred location and place
them, plug the power supply cables, antennas and the desired sensors/devices to the GroLab™ modules.
Apart from that you just need to plug the Ethernet cable on GroNode and connect it to a router, PC or other
access point.
Install GroLab™ software on your PC, open it, type GroNode’s serial number and authenticate with credentials.
After those steps you are ready to fully use GroLab™ system.

What are the average GroLab™ system installation and
configuration times?
The installation and configuration times are always related with the number of GroLab™ modules you acquired
and desired sensors/devices to plug on the modules.
However, using GroLab™ Starter Kit (composed by GroNode and PowerBot) as reference, the approximately
average times are: 20 minutes to install and 30 minutes to configure.
This means it will take less than 1 hour to fully install and configure GroLab™ Starter Kit.

What to do if I have questions or difficulties while
installing/using GroLab™?
GroLab™ is specifically designed to be easy and intuitive in its installation and usage. But we know that every
grower is different and have its own learning curve.
That’s why we offer for free a wide variety of video tutorials, manuals and other support materials, that proved to
be enough for the majority of our customers, being able to set everything in less than 1 hour without any
assistance.
However, if those materials are not enough, we have a specialized support team that will gladly help. If you have
any questions or need help do no hesitate on contact us for one of the following e-mail addresses:
info@opengrow.pt
support@opengrow.pt
Our team assists each user in a completely individualized way, offering help in all aspects related with GroLab™.
We also offer assistance through GroPedia.com, our anonymous social network where users can share their
experience with our system.

What is a GroLab™ Kit?
GroLab™ Kit is a product that contains GroLab™ modules. We created those kits to provide an easy way to
acquire GroLab™.
Currently there are 5 distinct GroLab™ Kits:
– Starter Kit includes GroNode and PowerBot. Usage examples: climate regulation, lighting, air flow and irrigation;
– Doser Kit includes GroNode, TankBot and some third-party peripherals. Usage examples: nutrients dosing, pH
correction, irrigation and tank refill/drain;
– Soil Kit includes GroNode, PowerBot and SoilBot. Usage examples: same as Starter Kit usage examples plus
irrigation based on substrate moisture, substrate temperature regulation and floods prevention;
– Hydro Kit includes GroNode, PowerBot and TankBot. Usage examples: same as Starter Kit plus Doser Kit usage
examples;
– Pro Kit includes GroNode, PowerBot, TankBot and SoilBot. Usage examples: combination of others GroLab™ Kits
usage examples.
Note that GroLab™ Kits are our suggested modules combinations. However you are free to acquire the modules
separately at any time.

How Why choose GroLab™ instead of other grow controllers?
GroLab™ system is capable to cover all the aspects of any agricultural grow.
Climate regulation, lighting, air flow, fires and floods detection, irrigation, nutrients dosing, pH correction, tank
management, IP camera surveillance, notifications and remote control are just some examples of the GroLab™
capabilities.
Thanks to the GroLab™ modular architecture, it is possible to adapt GroLab™ to any environment regardless of its
size, type, growing medium or growing system.
In addition to all of this, Open Grow™ is a company that counts with specialized teams that daily dedicate
themselves to improve the GroLab™ system. Constantly retrieving users feedback to provide the features they
want.
GroLab™ system includes automatic updates feature, that allows the users to receive free updates not only for
the GroLab™ Software but also for all GroLab™ modules. Giving access to new features without the need to buy the
equipment again.
GroLab™ never stops growing.

How much power can I control with PowerBot?
PowerBot has 4 universal outlets that supports up to 2300W (per outlet and in total). However, it is possible to
extend it without the need to buy additional PowerBots.
You can connect external electrical contactors to PowerBot, allowing it to control up to 4 groups of devices with
unlimited power.

Does GroLab™ works with my grow(s)?
GroLab™ was designed to scale and adapt to any type of growing environment, whether it is a small growtent/room or an industrial one, with several areas and grows.
GroLab™ offers a wide variety of features that can be freely combined, we do not force growers to follow a fixed
path or a configuration preset, this means growers can literally play with the system the way they want.
Believe it or not, GroLab™ system can even be used to automate other areas outside the agricultural growing
domain, like aquariums automation.
Open Grow™ is a company that challenges the automation world, if you have a peculiar system that you think
GroLab™ can’t fit in please challenge us back. Open Grow™ will surprise you.
If you have any questions or want to discuss how GroLab™ system can help you, do no hesitate on contact us for
one of the following e-mail addresses:
info@opengrow.pt
support@opengrow.pt

Which modules do I need for my grow?
You will always need one GroNode. It is the GroLab™ system core unit.
Then you can choose up to 4 modules of each type: PowerBot, TankBot and SoilBot. The modules you will need
are always related with your requirements.
For climate regulation, lighting, air flow or irrigation based on 230VAC devices, we suggest PowerBot. It can
control up to 4 230VAC outlet (2300W per outlet and in total) and is equipped with a air temperature/humidity
sensor.
For advanced irrigation (like one water tank feeding several grows), nutrients dosing, pH correction and tank
management tasks based on 12VDC devices, we suggest TankBot. It can control up to 4 12VDC outputs, supports 4
switched sensors (like smoke/motion detector and water level), air/water/substrate temperature sensor and pH/EC
probes.
For plants substrate monitor and flood prevention, we suggest SoilBot. It can monitor up to 4 substrate’s moisture
and 2 air/water/substrate temperature. Also provides 2 flood detectors that you can place on the flood risk zones.
The combination between different GroLab™ modules, provides even more options to the growers. For example:
– PowerBot combined with TankBot, extends the possibilities when automating the irrigation system and tank
drain/refill tasks. Allowing to control 230VAC and 12VDC devices, like water pumps and solenoid valves;
– SoilBot combined with TankBot or PowerBot, allows to automate the irrigation based on the substrate moisture,
avoiding water waste and improving the plants health;
– PowerBot, TankBot and SoilBot combination provides the tools to create security measures to detect/prevent
floods, fires, intrusions, device damage, etc.
GroLab™ system, regardless of the modules, provides remote control, e-mail notifications, deep data analysis, IP
camera support and cloud features.
We tried to cover the majority of the possibilities offered by GroLab™ modules. If you need additional information
or require different automation/control features, do not hesitate on contact us for one of the following e-mail
addresses:
info@opengrow.pt
support@opengrow.pt
Note that Open Grow™ offers distinct GroLab™ Kits with our suggested modules combinations. However, you are
free to acquire the modules separately at any time.

Is GroLab™ a secure system?
GroLab™ has several layers to protect your data, in addition to the credentials needed to access GroLab™
Software the system also requires credentials to access GroNode. This means that if your PC gets compromised the
GroLab™ will stay safe.
E-mail notifications are also secured, GroNode uses a private server as a redirection point to send notifications,
this way the IP can’t be linked to your location.
Remember that GroLab™ can operate without Internet connection, using it that way entirely hides it from the
world.

What platforms does GroLab™ Software supports
Currently GroLab™ Software supports from Windows 7 to higher versions.
We are working on a multi-platform application compatible with Android, iOS and Mac OS.
A first version of this app will be available by mid-2018 for all GroLab™ users.

GroLab Modules Rates
*Taxes not included.
*To have access to wholesaler prices it´s required to order a minimum number of units.

Name
Reference
MSRP

GroLab GroNode
KIT0005
292.67 €

Includes:
1 - GroNode w/ Antenna
1 - Ethernet Cable
1 - USB Power Supply w/cable
1 - Coin Cell CR2032
1 - GroLab software, manuals and video tutorials in English and
Spanish.

*Each GroNode can control a max of 4 PowerBots, 4 TankBot's and 4 SoilBot's.

Name

GroLab PowerBot

Reference
MSRP

KIT0004
400.81 €

Includes:
1 - PowerBot
1 - Temperature and humidity sensor
1 - PowerBot AC Power Cable
1 - USB cable
1 - Antenna

*Additional GroLab™ module, one GroNode is necessary to experience the full functionalities of
PowerBot.
*Each GroNode can control a max of 4 PowerBot's.

Name
Reference
EAN Code
MSRP

GroLab SoilBot
KIT0002
0768855932272
324.39 €

Includes:
1 - SoilBot
2 - Moisture sensors
1 - Temperature sensors for substratum
1 - Flood detector
1 - USB Power Supply
1 - USB cable
1 - Antenna

*Additional GroLab™ module, one GroNode is necessary to experience the full functionalities of
SoilBot.
*Each GroNode can control a max of 4 SoilBot's.

Name
Reference
EAN Code
MSRP

GroLab TankBot
KIT0003
0768855932289
405.69 €

Includes:
1 - TankBot
1 - pH Probe
1 - Water/Soil/Air temperature sensor
1 - 4-pin connectors for sensors and actuators (Pack of 4)
1 - 12V Transformer
1 - USB cable
1 - Antenna

*Additional GroLab™ module, one GroNode is necessary to experience the full functionalities of
TankBot.
*Each GroNode can control a max of 4 TankBot's.

GroLab Combos Rates
*Taxes not included.
*To have access to wholesaler prices it´s required to order a minimum number of units.

Name

GroLab Starter Kit

Reference
EAN Code
MSRP

KIT0001
0768855932265
649.59 €

Includes:
1 - GroNode
1 - PowerBot
1 - GroLab™ software, manuals and video tutorials.

*This kit contains one GroNode, allowing you to further expand your control just by adding
extra modules. GroNode can control a max of 4 PowerBots, 4 TankBots and 4 SoilBots.

Name

Combo – GroLab Doser

Reference
MSRP

COMBO004
649.59 €

Includes:
1 - GroNode
1 - TankBot
3 - Peristaltic Pumps
2 - Horizontal Level Sensors
1 - GroLab™ software, manuals and video tutorials.
*This kit contains one GroNode, allowing you to further expand your control just by
adding extra modules. GroNode can control a max of 4 PowerBots, 4 TankBots and 4
SoilBots.

Name

Combo – GroLab Soil

Reference
MSRP

COMBO001
973.17 €

Includes:
1 - Starter Kit
1 - SoilBot
1 - GroLab software, manuals and video tutorials.

*This kit contains one GroNode, allowing you to further expand your control just by adding extra
modules. GroNode can control a max of 4 PowerBots, 4 TankBots and 4 SoilBots.

Name

Combo – GroLab Hydro

Reference
MSRP

COMBO002
1055.28 €

Includes:
1 - StarterKit
1 - TankBot
1 - GroLab™ software, manuals and video tutorials.

*This kit contains one GroNode, allowing you to further expand your control just by adding extra
modules. GroNode can control a max of 4 PowerBots, 4 TankBots and 4 SoilBots.

Name

Combo - GroLab Pro

Reference
MSRP

COMBO003
1378.86 €

Includes:
1 - Starter Kit
1 - TankBot
1 - SoilBot
1 - GroLab™ software, manuals and video tutorials.

*This kit contains one GroNode, allowing you to further expand your control just by adding extra
modules. GroNode can control a max of 4 PowerBots, 4 TankBots and 4 SoilBots.

Peripherals & Extras Rates
*Taxes not included.
*To have access to wholesaler prices it´s required to order a minimum number of units.

Name
Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

TANKBOT

GroLab Water/Substrate/Air Temperature
Sensor
COMP0008
9.76 €

SOILBOT

ARDUINO

Name

GroLab Moisture sensor

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0007

SOILBOT

17.89 €

RDUINO

Name

GroLab Flood detector

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0006

SOILBOT

16.26 €

ARDUINO

RASPBERRY PI

Name
Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

POWERBOT

GroLab Temperature & Humidity Sensor
(Air)
COMP0012
16.26 €

ARDUINO

RASPBERRY PI

Name

EC Probe - BNC

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0011
44.72 €

TANKBOT

Name

EC Online Probe - BNC

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0025
161.79 €

TANKBOT

Name

pH Probe - BNC

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0001

TANKBOT

20.32 €

Name

pH Online Probe - BNC

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0024
66.67 €

TANKBOT

Name

Motion detector

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0014

TANKBOT

19.51 €

ARDUINO

RASPBRRY PI

Name

Smoke detector

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0013

TANKBOT

27.64 €

ARDUINO

RASPBRRY PI

Name

Peristaltic pump 12VDC

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP002A

TANKBOT

18.70 €

Name

Peristaltic Precision Pump 12VDC

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0035
115 €

TANKBOT

Name

Water Level Sensor

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0003

TANKBOT

10.57 €

ARDUINO

RASPBERRY PI

Name

Water Solenoid 12VDC

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP004A
17.89 €

TANKBOT

Name

4-Pin Replacement (X4)

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0005

TANKBOT

9.76 €

SOILBOT

POWERBOT

Name

4 Conductors Cable (1 meter)

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0016
1.63 €

- Compatible with the most Peripherals and Extras existent on our store.

Name

Pre assembled Extension Cable - 2M

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0034

TANKBOT

8.3€

SOILBOT

POWERBOT

Name

Pre assembled Peristaltic Cable - 2M

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0032

TANKBOT

8.3€

SOILBOT

POWERBOT

Name

Pre assembled Solenoid Cable - 2M

Reference
MSRP
Compatibility:

COMP0033

TANKBOT

8.3€

SOILBOT

POWERBOT

Open Grow LDA.

Edifício Expobeiras,
Parque Industrial de Coimbrões
3500-618 Viseu
Portugal

info@opengrow.pt

+351 232 458 475

www.grolab.pt
shop.opengrow.pt

No discounts or special conditions will be apply to purchases made before wholesaler account activation. Prices payable for products or services are those in effect at the time of dispatch or delivery, unless
otherwise expressly agreed. Prices may be indicated on the catalog or an order acknowledgement but the authoritative price in the event of any discrepancy, is the price that is notified to you on our
acceptance. If the price of a product or service increases, or if we amend the description of a product or service during the period from submission of your order to our acceptance, you will be entitled to cancel
your order and receive a full refund. If you choose to keep your order, it will be delivered in accordance with the amended price and/or description. Unless otherwise indicated, prices are in the currency
stipulated on this catalog and are valid for thirty (30) days. We have the right at any time prior to our acceptance to withdraw any discount and/or to revise prices to take into account increases in costs,
including but not limited to costs of any materials, carriage, labour or the increase or imposition of any tax, duty or other levy and any variation in exchange rates. We also reserve the right to notify you of any
mistakes in product descriptions or errors in pricing prior to product dispatch. In such event, if you choose to continue with fulfillment of the order, you acknowledge that the product or service will be provided in
accordance with the revised description or price.

